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Since the New Coronavirus Pneumonia broke out globally in 
2020, the demands for remote working and online meetings 
have surged, driving the vigorous development of the confer-
ence room screen market. In the future, with the further 
development of various sectors such as video conferencing, 
collaborative office, online training, telemedicine, and remote 
education, the market demand for conference room screens 
will further increase, especially that for large-scale screens.  
Considering the actual needs of customers, Absen has 
meticulously designed and developed the KLiCon series, a 

cost-effective conference room display solution that allows 
for large format video wall with excellent display effects and 
visual experience to inspire the work and life for more 
people.
The KLiCon series supports wireless connection with 
mobile phones, PADs and computers. It supports easy 
screen management of meeting content and easily-switch 
screens, allowing for sharing multiple screens to help 
improve meeting efficiency and take the meeting experi-
ence to the next level.
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KLiCon Series



Standard size: 116''

Display size: 2560*1440 mm

Recommended size: 40~60 ㎡

Recommended capacity: 20~40

Standard size: 130''

Display size: 2880*1600 mm

Recommended size: 60~80 ㎡

Recommended capacity: 30~50

Standard size: 158''

Display size: 3520*1920 mm

Recommended size: 80~120 ㎡

Recommended capacity: 50~100

KL116 KL130 KL158

Standard sizes, multiple choices
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Conference room

Exhibition hall

Lecture hall

Classroom

High quality, reliable solution

Wireless connection, easy conferencing

Easy screen management, one-click switching

Hardware decoding, smooth picture

Ultra-thin frame, wide vision

Flexible installations, convenient maintenance

2K

2K

2K



High quality, reliable solution
Absen has been deeply involved in the LED industry for  decades 
and is committed to providing customers with high quality and safe LED displays.

0~700nit*
Adjustable brightness

4000:1
High contrast ratio

110%NTSC
Wide color gamut

Soft light for eye protection 
Anti-blue light hazard

*KL116 is adjustable in brightness from 0 to 600nit, and KL130 / KL158 from 0 to 700nit
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Windows MacOS / iOS Android

+Screen cast tool, 
one-click screen sharing

Multimedia control box

Ai Master application

Wireless screen sharing

Wireless connection, easy conferencing
KLiCon supports connection with mobile phones, PADs, computers and other devices, 
compatible with Android, MacOS/ iOS, Windows and other systems, 
and can easily achieve wireless screen sharing.

Large format LED display



Easy screen management, one-click switching
KLiCon deploys Ai Master APP for screen management, 
supporting multi-screen displaying and switching screens with just one click, 
allowing for presetting theme text and editing program list.

Screen management

Theme text Video Screen sharing

Support multi-layer screens* 

*Support up to 5 screens, including up to 2 2K video screens

B A
BA

One-click switching
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Hardware decoding, smooth picture
KLiCon supports decoding files of various media formats to ensure 
the perfect presentation of content, delivering the ultimate meeting experience.
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Ultra-thin frame, wide vision
KLiCon features ultra-thin 5mm frame, slim and bezel-free, 
able to deliver impactful presentations and viewing experience like no other.

5mm



Flexible installations, convenient maintenance
Allowing for multiple installation methods and full front & rear maintenance, 
offering extreme flexibility to various application environments.

LED module
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Wall-mounting versionHanging versionMobile stand version

Modular maintenance, no need 
to replace the entire screen, 
saving maintenance costs
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 Absen service ability

保 Comprehensive support Global coverage

Multiple service channels 24 / 7 response

One-stop service

Professional service, best experience
Absen has built up a global network , 
able to provide prompt and professional local services.

Enjoy exclusive and professional service in the whole process of pre-sales, 

sales and after-sales

Enjoy 2-year warranty, 1 to 3 years extended 

warranty, lifetime maintenance, and enjoy 

10+ items of professional service solutions to 

help you solve problems

Providing service via multiple channels 

such as Hot line, WeChat, WhatsApp, 

E-mail and official website to quickly take 

care of service requirements

24/7/365 available, quick response 

in 10 seconds

400+ Absen certified  partners, 2400+ Absen 

certified engineers, covering most of the 

global market, the global service network is 

continuing to expand vigorously
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Absen service philosophy

Service channels Service time(GMT+8)

Proactive care and return visits, 
regular touring inspection services for customers 

Hot line: +86 400-700-3278
WeChat: 13923413428
WhatsApp: 008613923413428
E-mail: service@absen.com
Official website: www.absen.com

8:30~24:00：
Staff  service 

Initiative
All service channels respond within 10 seconds, 
intelligently match the best local service resources, 
and enjoy a fast service experience

Efficiency

Comprehensive service engineer training system, 
ACE professional training and certification, 
ACP professional certification; establishing customer’s 
product files and record the entire service process

Standardization
Longer warranty, worry-free quality

Thoughtfulness

00:00~8:30：
Intelligent system service



Parameter KL116 KL130 KL158

V1.3

Standard size (inch) 116'' 130'' 158''

Display size (width*height, mm) 2560x1440 2880x1600 3520x1920

Resolution (dots)

Recommended size (㎡)

Total weight (including 

installation structure weight, kg)

Brightness (nit)

2048x1152 1872x1040 1914x1044

Refresh rate (Hz) 3840 3840 3840

Color temperature (K) 6500 6500 6500

AC operating voltage (V) 200~240 200~240 200~240

Certification CCC CCC CCC

Contrast ratio

Viewing angle (H/ V, ° ) 140/140 140/140 140/140

Power consumption
(Max./ Avg.,  W)

2150/750 2600/900 3650/1250

4000:1 4000:1 4000:1

40~60 60~80 80~120

600 700 700

104

Wall-
mounting

110 150

Hanging Mobile 
stand

130

Wall-
mounting

136 176

Hanging Mobile 
stand

187

Wall-
mounting

194 232

Hanging Mobile 
stand


